The desire for new business growth has been a major driving force towards the development of open network APIs, such as the Parlay API [1], within telecommunications networks. The Parlay API enables both third parties (external companies, operating outside the security domain of the network operator) and network operators to build new applications that rely on real-time control of network resources. The Java APIs for Integrated Networks (JAIN™) Community [2] is defining a Java version of the Parlay API to bring the benefits of the Java language to the Parlay API, and to promote industry-wide adoption of the Parlay API. This article describes the background and rationale behind the work of the Parlay Group, together with the characteristics, structure, and capabilities of the Parlay API. The benefits that Java and the JAIN Community bring to the Parlay API are then explored. A technical overview of the Java version of the Parlay API, referred to as the JAIN Parlay Edit Group API, is given and illustrated using example sequence diagrams. The article concludes by taking a look at what additional features may be added to the API and the implementation activities that lay ahead.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the network operator, in conjunction with network equipment providers, has designed, developed, deployed, and administered applications that run above switched voice and data networks. These applications typically suit mass-market demand for services such as virtual private networks (VPNs), inbound services, and unified messaging. Niche and short-lived applications have often been overlooked by the network operator as commercially unfeasible; a network operator cannot justify the effort to roll out a specialist application that may be used by a handful of callers for a matter of days. The potential for innovation that lies outside the network operators' domain has remained unexploited until now. By enabling third parties such as service providers to build and deploy new applications on their network, the network operator can reap the benefits of increased network revenues while not enduring the overhead costs of deploying specialist applications.
Of the many routes for realizing third-party application provisioning, the Parlay Group has adopted an open application programming interface (API) approach to solve the problem. The strength of the API approach over database lookup interfaces and downloadable mechanisms is that by defining a secure extensible real-time interface, the Parlay API provides a clear demarcation between the network operator and the third-party application provider. External or third-party companies are typically end users, service providers, enterprises, and other network operators, and the Parlay API provides a standardized access for third parties operating outside of the trusted space of the network operator to access and control core network resources.
The Parlay Group publishes technology-independent specifications that define the set of interfaces to specify methods, events, parameters, and their semantics. Similarly, the Java APIs for Integrated Networks (JAIN) Community provides a Java standardization of desktop and server technology for all facets of next-generation network technology. By defining a JAIN-Community-endorsed version of the Parlay API, the next steps can be taken toward industry realization of the Parlay API, which will enable third-party application developers to build network applications conforming to the Java "write once, run anywhere" paradigm.
A PARLAY OVERVIEW
In March 1998, BT, Microsoft, Nortel, Siemens, and Ulticom joined forces in the Parlay Group to define a set of APIs that support applications external to the secure network operator space. The initial set of APIs was published in December 1998 as the Parlay API 1.0 specification. Since then, the Parlay Group has produced two revisions of the API; the Parlay API 1.2 specification was published in September 1999. In addition, the Parlay Group has increased its membership through the addition of AT&T, Cegetel, Cisco, Ericsson, IBM, and Lucent, and is focusing on enhancing the specification still further to cover the Internet and wireless spaces.
The Parlay Group has developed a secure but rich API that offers a wide range of features while providing scalability and extensibility. The Parlay API enables network operators, service providers, and the general software creation and sales population to integrate telecommunications capabilities into generic IT software, taking advantage of information that is both private to the end user and real-time in nature. 
OPEN CALL: OPEN NETWORK APIS
tions capabilities in the same manner in which the personal computer (PC) was opened up, to permit software developers to be creative and innovate.
The Parlay API defines a set of technologyindependent interfaces that specify methods, events, parameters, and their semantics to allow external (untrusted third parties) and internal (traditional network operators) application creators the control over core network resources and capabilities. The Parlay API has been translated into popular technology definitions that currently cover Microsoft's Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) [3] and the Object Management Group's (OMG) Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [4] marketplaces, and are gaining acceptance within associated standards bodies and technology working groups. An OMG Interface Definition Language (IDL) form of the Parlay API has been submitted to the OMG, and a Microsoft IDL (MIDL) has also been published.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE PARLAY 1.2 API
The Parlay Group defines an API for describing the interaction between two computers, one in the secure network operator domain and one in the enterprise domain (or perhaps in the palm of your hand). The applications execute outside the secure network domain on the enterprise domain's hardware and utilize the network capabilities offered via the API (Fig. 1) . The Parlay API may use IP signaling to communicate between these two computers. Typically, this communication could be over the Internet, data VPNs, or private lines.
The Parlay API defines object-oriented interfaces on both the network and client application sides of the API in the form of network interfaces (e.g., IparlayCall) and client application callback interfaces (e.g., IparlayAppCall). The third-party application vendor implements callbacks as part of their application to handle remote methods that are called from the network to the client application during a Parlay session.
The Parlay framework provides the resource location, authentication, and authorization functions required for external applications to gain access to network-based Parlay services. Parlay services, such as the generic call control service (GCCS), offer network capabilities to applications, enabling them, for example, to dynamically route and reroute media streams. Services logically operate within the framework, and as such can only be accessed through the framework.
THE PARLAY 1.2 API FRAMEWORK
The Parlay framework allows secure access to the underlying Parlay services. The framework provides a duplex digital-encryption-based authentication mechanism, allowing both the client application to authenticate itself with the network, and the network to authenticate itself with the client. The network must authenticate itself because ultimately the client application shares private data with the network; accordingly, the network must prove its identity to the client for repudiation reasons. The framework provides the ability to discover the underlying Parlay services through the discovery mechanism. The user can then select services, and digitally sign for and use them. Other capabilities exist within the framework to ascertain the integrity of the underlying platform.
THE PARLAY 1.2 API SERVICES
Parlay services, such as GCCS and generic messaging service (GMS), provide access to the capabilities necessary to support intelligent network (IN), integrated services digital network (ISDN) User Part (ISUP), H.323, and unified messaging applications. The high level of abstraction of these services ensure that both existing voice networks and newer voice-over-IP (VoIP) networks can be controlled in the same way, giving technology independence. Each service has a service manager responsible for control, object creation, and event notification.
WHY JAIN IS IMPORTANT TO PARLAY
The Parlay Group's prime focus is to define a computing-and distributed-technology-independent API for controlling voice and data networks.
To make the Parlay API applicable to the real world, distributed computing technology derivatives have been defined for DCOM and CORBA. These derivatives focus on specifying the "on-thewire" protocol between the client machine and the network API server. This approach enjoys the flexibility of being able to be mapped to multiple programming languages such as C++, C, Java, and Visual Basic. The drawback, however, is that the application developer must be skilled in three areas: the Parlay API, distributed computing techniques, and programming languages.
The specification of a language-dependent API on the client side completely removes the distributed computing element. This is a very attractive approach considering both the steep learning curve of distributed computing and the skill set of the existing development community.
A JAIN PARLAY TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
The JAIN Parlay Edit Group was officially formed in July 1999 after a number of Parlay member companies achieved a cooperation agreement with the JAIN Community. Since then, members working in the JAIN Parlay Edit Group, comprising BT, the edit lead, AT&T, IBM, Lucent, Nokia, Oracle, Periphonics, Sun, Telcordia, and Ulticom, were quick to form a working practice and detailed requirements to advance the work.
Since the Parlay Group brought an external API to the JAIN Community, a task for the JAIN Parlay Edit Group was to enhance the JAIN Community architecture to support the Parlay API as its external API. Figure 2 shows a JAIN Parlay Edit Group view of the results of this work. Figure 2 shows the JAIN Parlay Edit Group API operating in the third-party client machine (top right). The client machine is connected to the network operator across, for instance, an IP network. How the messages are carried between the JAIN Parlay Implementation Client and the JAIN Parlay Implementation Server is implementation-dependent. To use the JAIN Community service plane and control plane capabilities, the JAIN Parlay Implementation Server interacts with the JSLEE, JCC, and JCAT APIs. More specifically, the JAIN Parlay Edit Group Framework would interact with the JSLEE to access features such as service subscription, while the JAIN Parlay Edit Group GCCS would interact with the JCC and JCAT to access call-related features. While not shown, the JAIN Parlay Edit Group Framework and GMS could also build on the already existing Java Security/Cryptography [5] and Java Mail APIs [6] , respectively.
THE JAIN PARLAY EDIT GROUP API SPECIFICATION
The major issues discussed by the JAIN Parlay Edit Group regarding external and internal API compatibility are explored in this section. The structure of the JAIN Parlay Edit Group's API is given, together with a description of its deviations from the Parlay API.
API Optimizations
The API Distribution Mechanism -The JAIN Parlay Edit Group does not describe a distribution mechanism between the JAIN Parlay Implementation Client and Server; it only defines the API within the client machine (Fig. 3) . Defining the on-the-wire distribution API was dismissed by the JAIN Parlay Edit Group as not necessary since this work was either proprietary or already being done within the Parlay Group.
Callbacks and Asynchronous Methods vs. the Java Beans Event Model -The Parlay
Group uses a callback model to allow application objects to register and receive events. The JAIN Community generally uses the Java Beans [7] event model for the same purpose. Since the models appear to be similar, the JAIN Parlay Edit Group attempted to incorporate the Java Beans event model into the JAIN Parlay Edit Group specification. However, there were two key reasons why the callback model was used in preference:
• Callbacks: The JAIN Community generally uses the Java Beans event model. With Java Beans, event listeners, of which there may be many, register with a single event source. Upon materialization of a new event, multiple messages (one per event listener) would be sent from the event source, as there is no way for the event listeners to filter events. (Fig. 4, left) . While the number of listeners per event source could be limited to one, the events would still not be filtered, which would still lead to unwanted events being sent to the event listener (Fig. 4, middle) . For this reason, the Parlay Group uses the callback event model, which only allows filtered events to be sent to a single callback object. (Fig. 4 , right).
• Asynchronous methods: Most real-time telecommunications systems are built around the concept of asynchronous master-slave protocols. Because of the nonblocking nature of such telecommunications systems, the Parlay Group extensively uses asynchronous method invocations across the API. Previously, this approach has not been used within the JAIN Community, however, because it is nonblocking, this makes it ideal in situations when applications are multitasking calls.
Composite Objects vs. True Objects -The
Parlay Group has also built into its API the handling of composite objects, which permit optimizations for potential system implementations.
• Composite Objects: Typically in object-oriented design, and also within the JAIN Community, software objects are used to represent true "single real-life" objects. For example, in the case of a call, there would be one call object per actual call. The Parlay Group uses a session identifier to identify and allow multiple real-life objects (e.g., actual calls) to be handled by a single composite software object (e.g., call object). In a deployed Parlay system implementation it has been estimated that the API may have to support a call rate of 10,000 calls/s. By introducing composite objects that could each represent, say, a maximum of 1000 actual calls, the object instantiation and destruction rate drops to a theoretical maximum of 10 calls/s, and the maximum number of simultaneous objects in the system becomes 10. Since object instantiation requires process time, reducing the number of object instantiations from 10,000 objects/s to 10 objects/s increases the amount of process time devoted to each objects, which leads to a significant improvement in perceived system performance. Also, since object storage and management requires resources, reducing the number of simultaneous objects in a system from 10,000 to 10 reduces the amount of resources required and so improves the scalability of the system. Because of the performance and scalability gains in using composite objects, these were accepted within the JAIN Community for version 1.0 of the JAIN Parlay Edit Group API specification. It could be possible to rewrite the JAIN Parlay Edit Group API to model true objects, leaving the JAIN Parlay Implementation Client (Fig. 3) to map between true and composite objects; however, due to time constraints, it was decided to revisit this activity when specifying the next version of the API.
The API Structure -Work on the JAIN Parlay Edit Group specification is actively underway. The specification is based on version 1.2 of the Parlay API, which provides a guide for packaging the interface classes. Using this guide and applying it to the entire JAIN Community structure of work, the following packaging convention for the JAIN Parlay Edit Group interfaces and classes was obtained:
• jain.application.parlay: This package contains the base interface class, JainParlayInterface, from which all other interface classes inherit. Also within this package is a factory class, JainParlayFactory, which is a necessary deviation from and addition to the Parlay 1.2 API because it allows applications to obtain a reference to vendor-specific objects.
• jain.application.parlay. framework: The framework package contains authentication, event notification, discovery, integrity management, and operations, administration, and maintenance (OAM) interface classes.
• jain.application.parlay.service: This package contains the base service interface class, JainParlayService, from which all other service interface classes inherit.
• jain.application.parlay. In Java there is no differentiation between "in" and "out" method parameters since all nonprimitive data types in Java are passed "by reference," so there is no need to use the Ref and RefRef suffixes.
• Primitive data types: In the Parlay API specification, many data types can be unwound to primitive types such as long, Boolean, or short. Some of these data types are passed as "in" method parameters, others as "out" method parameters. Since primitive types are passed "by value," passing them as "in" method parameters does not pose any problems; however, to pass primitive types as "out" parameters would require that they be passed "by reference." Therefore, object wrappers were provided for all of the Parlay primitive data types.
• Data types: The Parlay API specification uses C language data types such as structures, enumerations, and unions, which have no equivalent in the Java language. As a result, these data types have to be translated s s Figure 4 . A comparison of Java beans and callback event models. into Java classes, each with its own constructor, accessor, and modifier methods. In addition, Parlay uses the C language typedef mechanism for redefining data types. Again, this has no equivalent in Java, so instead, the Java class representing the Parlay data type is simply subclassed without modification to the existing superclass methods.
• JainParlayString: The Parlay API specification uses the TBstring data type to store strings. TBstring is a simple structure that contains the length of the string and the string itself; the structure can be written to and read from. TBstring is a commonly used structure in Parlay, and as such it is redefined frequently through the typedef mechanism. Because the Java String class has superfluous methods, and because it is a final class, the JAIN Parlay Edit Group decided it would be simpler to develop a JainParlayString class. The class developed has three methods: read, write, and length query; and is not a final class, so it can easily be subclassed.
JAIN PARLAY IN ACTION
The JAIN Parlay Edit Group API mirrors the functionality offered by the Parlay API, and as such provides the same service access mechanism and myriad service combinations offered by the Parlay API. This section describes the JAIN Parlay Edit Group API service access mechanism and just one service combination, call routing.
THE JAIN PARLAY EDIT GROUP API SERVICE ACCESS SCENARIO
The service access scenario is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The figure is a simplified UML sequence diagram, showing typical factory, authentication, framework discovery, service discovery, service selection, and service signing procedures. The object instances are shown in the five rectangles at the top of the figure, and the JAIN Parlay Edit Group API is depicted as a thick dashed vertical line. The getinstance( ) method is invoked by the application logic on a static factory class to get a particular factory object instance. 3 The setPathName( ) method is used to select a particular vendor's JAIN Parlay Edit Group API implementation. The createJainParlayAuthentication( ) method is used to create the preselected vendor's authentication object implementation. Once a handle to the authentication object has been obtained, the authentication process is initiated using the initiateClientAuthentication( ) method to determine the preferred security mechanism for the rest of the session. The framework and client then authenticate each other, using the preferred security mechanism, with the authenticateFramework( ) and authenticateClient( ) methods. Once the authentication procedures are complete, the discovery object is obtained using the obtainFrameworkInterface( ) method, and the services are discovered using the discoverService( ) method. To obtain a service token, which can be signed as part of the service agreement, the select- Service( ) method is used. With reference to the service token, the service agreement is signed, and a reference to the selected service is passed back to the application logic using the signServiceAgreement( ) and signAppServiceAgreement( ) methods. Note that in this scenario, the authenticateClient( ) and signAppServiceAgreement( ) methods are directed to the application logic's callback object, frameworkAppInterface.
JAIN PARLAY EDIT GROUP API CALL ROUTING SCENARIO
A call routing scenario is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The figure is a simplified UML sequence diagram showing simple call control procedures. The object instances are shown in the four rectangles at the top of the diagram, and the JAIN Parlay Edit Group API is depicted as a thick dashed vertical line.
The enableCallNotification( ) method is invoked by the application logic on the call control manager to request to be informed about new call events wishing to be routed to a particular number, say, 800 12345678. In this scenario, all new call events have been requested to be sent to the application logic's callback object, GCCSAppInterface. Upon receipt of a new call destined for 800 12345678, the call control manager notifies the application logic of this event using the callEventNotify( ) method, and creates a new call object.
The application then translates this number to, say, 01473 642272, and also makes the GCCSAppInteface the callback object for the newly created call object, using the setCallback( ) method. The call is forward routed to 01473 642272; at the same time, the application requests to be notified when the call is delivered, using the routeCallToDestination_ Req( ) method. When the call is routed to 01473 642272 and the called party is connected to the call, the call control manager notifies the application logic of this event using the routeCallTo Destination_Res( ) method.
CONCLUSIONS JAIN PARLAY IN 2000
The JAIN Parlay Edit Group exists to enable ease of use and implementation of the Parlay API within the Java community. As such, future work within the group will be linked to the commercial aspirations of the members with regard to which Parlay API specification sets are used and the sequencing of other activities such as CTS and RI development. However, it is safe to say that the following activities or opportunities will arise during the year, which fit the categories of must do, should do, and would like to do: opers and network equipment providers the opportunity to verify the interoperability of their systems. The provision of the CTS and RI will enable the endorsement and issuing of the JAIN Parlay Edit Group API 1.0 specification within the Java community.
• 
CLOSING REMARKS
The Parlay API has the potential to revolutionize how value-added services are offered by network operators. It taps the latent creativity and potential of the telecommunications services market in the same manner the creation of popular operating systems did for the PC and the development of Web browsers did for the Internet. It allows innovative operators and third parties to excel without the restrictions suffered in the traditional IN space such as slow time to market and lack of application portability. The JAIN Parlay Edit Group has been highly successful in developing the Java community version of the Parlay API, taking the concept a stage nearer to vendor implementation and market adoption. The pure Java client side definition of the Parlay API focuses on providing Parlay API features while removing the complexity of distributed computing technology and enabling application portability. JAIN Parlay opens up a whole new opportunity for enterprise application server and IDE suppliers to build and integrate open network API technology into their products.
One of the benefits of the JAIN Parlay Edit Group's effort has been in the ability to identify potential bugs and improvements for the Parlay Group specifications before implementation. The forthcoming CTS and RI development work will give the group further opportunity to evaluate and iron out problems. All in all, experience gained in developing the first Java version of the Parlay API will enable the JAIN Parlay Edit Group to both reduce the development time of future releases of the API and ensure that the API becomes the Java developer's natural choice of open network API. 
